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Miami’s Best Mover Introduces Green Boxes, and 
New Box Discounts! 

FlatRate Florida Celebrates New, Eco-Friendly Boxes and Materials with Great 
Savings and Free Delivery for Miami Customers 

 
MIAMI, FL – Miami’s Best Mover FlatRate Moving (http://www.flatrate.com/fl/) is already 

a proven winner with local South Florida audiences and Citysearch members. Now the 

acclaimed moving company continues its trend as a local industry leader with the 

introduction of new and environmentally friendly moving materials and boxes. 

 

The new, eco-friendly boxes now available from FlatRate moving are made from 100% 

recycled materials, and offer top quality, sturdy craftsmanship and a wide variety of 

available sizes and uses.  They can be ordered online with the ease of a few mouse clicks.  

To celebrate its new ‘green’ boxes and materials, FlatRate Florida is currently offering a 

50% discount on all boxes, and will also happily deliver boxes and materials directly to the 

customer’s door anywhere in the Miami area.  

 

“As the best mover in South Florida, FlatRate is committed to quality in every aspect of its 

business, from highly trained moving specialists to superb moving supplies,” comments 

Relocation Consultant Natalie Moore.  “We’re very excited to be able to offer these new 

“green” boxes to our customers, which are not only 100% recycled, but smart, sturdy, and 

well-engineered in every way.”  FlatRate’s new “green” boxes come in a variety of useful 

sizes, and the company will even provide them with pre-printed labels specifying room 

designations and commonly associated categories, such as “Books,” “China,” and more. 

 

FlatRate Florida offers support on every aspect of the moving process – from planning and 

packing, to transport, unpacking, and more. Its wide variety of relocation services extend 
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beyond Miami to include local, national, and international moving support originating from 

throughout South Florida to the rest of the U.S. (and beyond). For more information on 

FlatRate Miami’s new Eco-Friendly boxes and materials, or for additional information on 

pricing or delivery areas, please contact FlatRate Miami at (305) 622-5262  or 

http://www.flatrate.com/florida-general-boxes-materials.html. 

 

About FlatRate Florida 

Proudly voted Miami’s Top Mover in the most recent Citysearch polls, Miami’s FlatRate 

Moving sets the standard for all other South Florida Movers, and stands among the top 5% 

of companies with the Better Business Bureau, with zero complaints in the past 36 months! 

The company has achieved rave reviews from customers, as well as superb editorial ratings, 

awards, and more, and is known throughout South Florida as its top mover of choice. 

 

FlatRate Florida is one of five superb locations offered by FlatRate Moving nationwide. With 

a flagship location in New York City, and with three other strategic locations across the U.S. 

(in New Jersey, Washington D.C., and Los Angeles), Flatrate Florida is part of an ongoing 

commitment to flat-rate pricing with no hassles, and no surprises. FlatRate Florida is able to 

meet the needs of any move, from residential, to commercial, and from local to cross-

country or even overseas moves.  Committed to integrity, and to earning the goodwill of its 

customers, FlatRate Florida’s excellence and honesty within the moving industry has made 

the company the mover of choice in South Florida today, and that commitment has directly 

led to its latest Citysearch award.  The company is also committed to giving back to the 

community on a local and international level, as well. 

 

For more information on FlatRate Florida, please visit http://www.flatrate.com/florida-

mover.html.  Meanwhile, to view FlatRate Florida’s Best of Citysearch Award results, please 

click http://miami.citysearch.com/bestof/winners/mover. 

 

# # # 
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FlatRate Florida introduces 100% recycled boxes in a wide variety of sizes and 
styles, as well as free box delivery to Miami customers, and a special 50% discount 

on box prices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Citysearch audiences recently voted FlatRate Florida as “Miami’s Best Mover,” for its 

superb service and flat-rate, all-inclusive prices. 
 


